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ABOUT KULIKA UGANDA
MAJOR AREAS
Kulika Uganda is an Indigenous NGO in Uganda
promoting sustainable organic agriculture. It
was founded in 1981 in Uganda having been
established in 1981 in the UK as a grant-making

Sustainable organic agriculture
Community Development
Social business development

charitable trust specializing in the provision of
educational

scholarships

for

East

African

FOCUS AREAS

students. Since then, the organisation has
developed into a fully independent Ugandan
registered

NGO

with

an

emphasis

on

community development and the provision of
educational
improve

opportunities

their

livelihoods.

to

help

Kulika

Uganda

communities with enhanced livelihoods” a
“To

provide

relevant

skills

and

technologies to empower rural communities”
and all the operations are guided by the core
values of integrity, commitment, teamwork,
respect and learning.
Kulika’s major focus is to support community
development through the implementation of
programmes

in

the

thematic

areas

of

Sustainable organic agriculture training and
farmer to farmer extension; Vocational skills
training; and Scholarship administration. The
development

of

a

Sustainable

Agriculture

Training Programme, which started in the mid1990s have transformed many families and
communities in Uganda. The programmes
empower individuals, families and communities
to transform their livelihoods and to manage
sustainable development. Kulika also engages
in business enterprises as a way of deepening
social impact as well as generating revenue for
the sustainability of the organization.
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Soil and water conservation

people

strategic direction includes a vision of “Rural
mission

Principles and practices of sustainable
organic agriculture

Crop husbandry
Livestock husbandry
Farm business management
Farm power and appropriate
technology
Foods and nutrition
Gender analysis and family-life
education
Agro-forestry and environmental
management
Value addition, processing and
marketing
Farmer-to-farmer extension
education and training programmes

The business enterprises also empower Kulika’s
wide network of small holder farmers who are
located

in

various

parts

of

the

country.

Currently, Kulika Uganda is running a fully
facilitated training centre plus other active
projects in West Nile and other parts of the
country reaching out to more than 3,100
farmers.

Kulika as a Training Centre
Day today activities of the Centre: The

The centre as a skilling unit: Kulika centre

establishment of Kulika Training Centre was a

offers a range of courses both short and long

result of success built from the Ecological

term from one month to one year. The training

Organic

activities

curriculum is demand driven and tailored to the

implemented for a period of 10 years in different

needs of the clients, while the clientele include

parts of Uganda, Rwanda and Ethiopia. The

entrepreneurs,

Centre was officially opened in April 2007, as a

agencies, CBO’s and the farming community in

practical and sustainable representation of

Uganda.

Agriculture

training

schools,

NGO’s,

government

Kulika’s approach to Community Development.
It has been developed as a sustainable self-

The training content is 30% theory and 70% on-

financing unit which grows and sells organically

farm practice conducted by qualified and

produced

at

experienced Trainers; This yields people who are

empowering farmers and their communities to

transformed into Key Farmer Trainers, Tutors

use their land more effectively and sustainably

and Agricultural Extension Officers contributing

through

to the development of agriculture in Uganda.

marketable

adopting

crops.

It

aims

sustainable

organic

agriculture.
Key topics include; Soil fertility building and
The

centre

i.e.

management, soil and water conservation, Crop

The

and livestock husbandry, Food and nutrition,

demonstration unit provides farmer trainees

value addition and marketing. Trainees have

with hands on experience of growing crops and

access to small scale farms of minimum of 2-3

rearing livestock though practices like kitchen

acres demonstration plots where they practice

gardening, double digging, compost making,

want they have learnt.

production

is

comprised
and

of

2

units,

demonstration.

growing of different types of vegetables, natural
pesticide

castrations,

seeding

grafting

&

budding, pig castration and chicken de-beaking
to mention but a few. The production unit
produces and processes crops / livestock for
local market to generate income.
Both arable and perennial crops are grown that
include;

maize,

beans,

potatoes,

cassava,

bananas and coffee. These are also reinforced
by a pine woodlot, livestock fodder and fruit
trees, while the livestock include chicken, pigs
and goats.
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Participants in honey production training at Basil
block, Kulika training centre

Kulika’s niche of Ecological Organic Agriculture
Ecological Organic Agriculture is the core of

The

Kulika’s Community Development Programme

husbandry of livestock allows farmer groups to

aimed at training of farmers in sustainable

diversify their produce and improve their health

organic

and nutrition as well as increase their capital.

agriculture

which

focuses

on

importance

of

adherence

to

proper

experiential learning, practical work, on-farm
experimentation

and

demonstrations

to

improve the skills of farmers. Kulika works in
many areas of Uganda, educating and training
local people towards a more sustainable and
harmonious relationship with their land and
environment in order to improve health, food
security and family incomes for rural farming
communities.

Training in organic manure at Kulika training
centre

Farmers are helped to improve productivity
through

increased

soil

fertility

and

water

retention. They are trained in making and use of
organic manures eg compost, plant teas and
other liquid manures, and the use of cover crops
as one of the measures for soil and water
conservation. Other techniques include the use
of physical structures or barriers like stabilized
contours, cut-off drains and water retention
ditches. Beneficiaries are further trained in
agronomic

practices

for

organic

crop

An organic vegetable demonstration garden at
Kulika training centre

production methods of various crops, organic
pest and disease control methods, use of
resistant crop varieties, use of cover crops and
mulch

for

weed

control

and

fertility

rejuvenation.
For livestock, farmers are trained to produce
and manage livestock in a complementary and
sustainable manner.
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Ecological gardens at Kulika training centre

Farmer Extension and Programme approach
Kulika Uganda is cognizant of the need for
communities to adopt better methods of
farming for increased productivity. Hence, the
organization is providing extension services to
the communities mostly targeting youth who
are the future custodians of best practices,
knowledge, skills and other future initiatives.
Farmers are selected by members of their group
and trained as Key Farmer Trainers (KFTs) at
Kulika training centre.

A key Farmer Trainer (KFT) training other group
members in their community

The KFT program produces farmer trainers who

Fostering

are equipped with knowledge and practical skill

Development (SBD) through Value

that is passed on to their respective group
members upon return to their areas through

of

Social

Business

Addition, Processing and Marketing

practical and on trainer’s farm sessions. These

Kulika

KFT's trainings are undertaken in continuous

implement its social business objective. The

phases to allow for application and adaption of

social business is aimed at contributing to

new knowledge in the communities as well as

Kulika’s vision of enhancing the livelihoods of the

the use of innovative technologies that conform

smallholder

to

organic

continuously acquire knowledge and skills in

agriculture without damaging the environment.

sustainable organic agriculture, they face the

the

principles

of

sustainable

has

established

farmers.

a

business

Whereas,

the

arm

to

farmers

challenges of marketing of their products. Hence,
KFTs

are

stuffs

Kulika has established an enterprise and units for

including staple legumes, the nutritional value

skilling in adding value and standardizing of

of

produce.

fruit

trained
and

different

vegetables

demonstrations,
hospital

in

child

through

discussions
nutrition

food

and

practical
visits

departments.

to
The

One of the key enterprises is apiary value chain

training also covers food hygiene, handling,

where honey is collected, processed, branded

preparation of meals, presentation, serving

and sold under “Katu Honey” brand name. The

process and preservation and how to build

organisation

equipment associated with this. This is aimed at

pineapples

improving the general health of communities.

processing them into wine. Kulika is looking

is
&

also

buying

hibiscus

from

fruits

such

farmers

as
and

forward to establishing peanut butter and coffee
processing establishments.
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Kulika also has over 1,800 trained farmers in Lira
and Oyam districts in Northern Uganda and in
Kamuli in Eastern Uganda producing a lot of
groundnuts, soya and coffee. These will be part
of SBD for Value addition, processing and
marketing.

Key

importance

of

training
meeting

focuses
market

on

the

standards

locally to pave way for export in addition to
capacity-building in Internal control system as a
preparation for certification.
With

respect

to

market

linkages,

Kulika

Covid-19 community sensitization meeting by Kulika
staff

Role of Kulika in Community
Emergency Relief Service

promotes bulking and ultimately connects

Kulika understands the vulnerability of certain

farmers to larger companies offering fair prices,

communities, like refugees. In the wake of Covid-

which is operated through contract farming –

19, Kulika Uganda in partnership with Office of

the case of FICA and NASECO Seed companies.

the

Such seeds include; maize, beans, soya and

Commission

for

sunflower. In addition to buying high quality

Committees

and

seeds from farmers at good price, the seed

Officers

companies train them on the best agronomic

campaign in Rhino Camp and Imvepi refugee

practice and process.

settlements

Prime

Minister,

United

Refugees,

Nations

Refugee

Community

High

Welfare

Development

foundation conducted an awareness
about

'Safety

and

Standard

Operational procedures' as provided for by the
Ministry of health. This was based on the
realization that the refugees did not have
adequate

knowledge

about

the

COVID-19

pandemic.
The refugees were empowered with knowledge
Kati Honey on display in supermarket shelf in
Kampala

and protective materials to prevent and manage
the spread of COVID-19 pandemic as well as tools
and equipment for making facemasks and liquid
soap.

Kulika wine processed from pineapples and hibiscus
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Staff of Kulika Uganda and partners distributing
Covid-19 materials

The main training block at Kulika Centre

The Future
Kulika

Uganda

acknowledges

that

In the near future, Kulika hopes to increase

partnerships are 'Power' as part of her long

on their catalogue of value added products

term aspiration. Kulika continues to be the

as well as acquiring market for various

transformation

commodities produced by farmers.

of

peoples

while

maintaining the environment they live in.
The organization is constantly looking for
partnerships
cause

as

and

they

to

collaboration
continue

for

this

using

the

available resources in a transparent and

info@acsa-ug.org
1496 Plot 3 Zzimbe Road, Nsambya
www.acsa-ug.org

professionalism manner.
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